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Abstract—Decision making problems are usually referred as a
cognitive process resulting in the selection of an action among
several alternatives. Autonomous entities taking these actions
like multi-agent systems, needs to process and understand its
environment state to frequently update its beliefs, and then, select
an optimal action. As an environment can be composed by several
sources of information, it is useful for a multi-agent system, a
way to process integrated information of multiple data which
represents the same real-world object. This information can
improve the agents knowledge and let select better actions than
processing simple raw data. Most information fusion research has
had a technical and algorithmic focus, and takes little attention
to high level decision making, although some studies relate fusion
to human decision making. However, in this paper is proposed
the use of fused information as an input source for supporting
and improving the decision making capabilities of autonomous
agents in maritime surveillance scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Maritime Surveillance systems, generally conducted by mil-
itary and law enforcement agencies, are commonly used for
identifying and intercepting threats in seaports, coastal areas,
maritime boundaries, maritime platforms, or important instal-
lations. Monitoring extensive environments, like the maritime,
requires a wide deploy of monitoring sensors detecting targets
of interest. In such deploy uses to be both collaborative and
non-collaborative sensors like Automatic Identification System
(AIS), radar, and Closed-circuit Television (CCTV) [1]. It is
common to obtain all this distributed information in a common
base station and use a Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) for its
monitoring in real-time and evaluate possible threats.

AIS is a collaborative sensor integrated in each vessel
that periodically reports the vessel’s identity, current position,
speed, bearing, and other useful information for its moni-
toring. Radar in contrary is a non-collaborative sensor that
periodically checks the environment using radio waves for
detecting targets. Those sensors are disposed depending on
the specific environment conditions, and it is common to
use several sensors covering different areas. Using several
or complementary sensors, like radar and AIS, may dispose
overlapped monitoring areas, causing the same target being
observed and reported by more than one sensor, obtaining

redundant and not integrated information. This is a problem
widely explored in the multi-sensor fusion community [2],
and integrated in real surveillance systems [3]. The benefits
of using data fusion are clearly demonstrated and any state-
of-the-art VTS should include a data fusion system integrating
sensors information.

Some systems also includes ultra long range surveillance
cameras, usually placed in scenarios where security is a great
concern, which is growing in the last years as maritime piracy
continues [4], threatening vessels, goods, and crew. These pan-
til-zoom (PTZ) cameras are usually controlled manually by
human operators for monitoring important events and vessels.
Some of them can be integrated with external sensors like
radars for automatically start monitoring new vessels that
enters in a given zone [5]. Those approaches uses to fail
in large deployments where several sensors and cameras are
available and its control can be a challenging task.

In this paper it is explored the possibility of automatically
controlling PTZ cameras according to VTS operator pref-
erences. There are many research focused controlling PTZ
cameras depending on environment perceptions, like the works
described in [6], [7], [8], and [9]. None of these approaches
contemplates the use of external sensors for improving PTZ
control. As there are many sources of information on maritime
surveillance scenarios, it can be useful to use all available
resources. Moreover, it is discussed how by using available
data fusion systems, it is also possible to improve the overall
automatic control performance.

For automatically controlling PTZ cameras we are extending
the work proposed in [6], [7], that describes a Multi-Agent
System (MAS) architecture for distributed PTZ control. The
MAS architecture is mainly composed by Camera Agents that
are monitoring the environment through the cameras. There
are also Fusion Agents that integrates cameras information
allowing different Camera Agents to collaborate. In this pre-
vious works it is not mentioned the use of external sensors as
sources of information, so we extend this work in the way that
there are new surveillance sensors collaborating. Not only is
discussed the use of different sensors, it is also evaluated how







agent system should achieve this process independently each
time it requires to select the best track for monitoring

A. Solving Conflicts Between Agents

As agents calculates their track priorities independently, it
is possible that more than one agent become interested in
monitoring the same target. This will reduce efficiency in the
MAS system as there are redundant monitoring while agents
could spend its time monitoring other lower priority targets or
scanning different areas.

In this way it is necessary to deal with this problem
by applying some collaborative algorithm between agents.
There are many research done in collaborative MCDM. For
keeping the MAS as distributed as possible, we have opted
for using a simple bidding system between agents. So each
agent interested on monitoring a new target, should notify its
intentions to other agents prior to start. If there are no other
agents in conflict (they are not monitoring, or trying to monitor
the same target), the agent can start it task.

However, if there is one or more agent in conflict, a
collaborative process is started for deciding which agent is
the winner. The winner can continue monitoring the target and
the loser should carry out another task (select another target or
keep looking other areas). This agreement expires after some
period, so agents must revalidate their bids periodically.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION

In this section is evaluated the suitability of using data
fusion information in a maritime surveillance scenario for
improving MAS decision-making. It starts describing the
simulation tools employed in those experiments, and finally
there are proposed some evaluation scenarios.

A. Simulation Tools

Evaluating performance and suitability for a MAS con-
trolling security cameras in a real maritime scenario is a
challenging task task. There are several sensors to deploy
which requires a great infrastructure, access to existing moni-
toring scenarios could require special permissions, information
captured uses to be confidential, is not usual to have such
deployments nearby, and so on. There is also another question
that is still more important: experiments repeatability. In
order to compare different problem approaches or changes in
algorithms it is necessary an environment that can repeat the
same conditions along time. So different algorithms can be
compared under the same exact conditions.

For this purpose we have chose simulating all those el-
ements developing a maritime surveillance simulation tool.
This tool is called VTS Surveillance Simulator, and it allows
designing scenarios with Radar and AIS sensors, vessels with
their trajectories, PTZ cameras, and some other map utilities
for representing polygons, angles, distances, and so on. Some
of the main features of this tool are briefly described below:

• Vessels: Vessels are anchored at some given point, and
can optionally define ideal trajectories as a set of way-
points. Each waypoint is defined as latitude and longitude

coordinates, speed, and angular speed (if there is a
manouver for this waypoint). It can also define if the
vessel contains an AIS transponder with its MMSI and
differential sensor position. Moreover, it is possible to
configure starting trajectories delays in any waypoint, so
it is easier to fine adjust trajectories, stops, and crossing
distances between vessels.

• Sensors: There are three types of sensors available. Radar,
AIS stations, and cameras. Each sensor can define its own
parameters aside its position, like period, reach, azimuth
precision, and distance precision for Radar. Cameras
contains several parameters to simulate a pinhole camera
model, like minimum and maximum horizontal and ver-
tical field of view, minimum and maximum focal length
to simulate zoom, and also other internal parameters like
sensor size. AIS stations are simpler to configure as it
only requires position and maximum reach.

• Distances and Angles: It is so useful monitoring distances
and angles between vessel trajectories, vessels and sen-
sors, and other custom locations. So it is possible to place
rulers to measure distances and angles between elements.

• Polygons and Polylines: Such elements are useful for
defining regions of interest, assigning zonal priorities,
monitoring paths, etc.

• Agents: This tool also integrates mechanisms for virtually
deploy different types of agents that can receive informa-
tion from sensors, communicate with other agents, and
act over sensors. For this custom environment, possible
agents are PTZ Agents and Fusion Agents.

All the above configurable items are not passive entities
that are displayed over a map. They can be simulated in real-
time to evaluate the environment. So a vessel will describe
its trajectory according to configured dynamics, a Radar will
generate vessels plots according to its period and report
their tracks, AIS stations will capture AIS messages virtually
reported from vessels depending on their speed, Agents will
control cameras according to their goals and environment state,
Cameras will represent their current field of view, and so on.

For further information there are available some videos1

presenting the simulation tool in real time. An example of
this tool is also available in the scenario description used in
the experimentation section 3.

B. Testing Scenario

The proposed scenario is located at Santander seaport from
Spain. It contains two Radar Sensors and one AIS Station.
There are also three cameras located at similar places than
sensors. Each camera is controlled by one independent agent,
and its default behaviour is to panning within a predefined
monitoring path until it finds tracks to monitor. The MAS goal
is controlling cameras for tracking targets in the environment
with the minimum redundancy. The minimum redundancy

1Video1: https://youtube.com/watch?v=ytqfizjD-vU Video2:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=gWcTciCGMzI



TABLE I: Sensors description used for the proposed simulated
scenario.

Sensor Type Description

Radar1 Radar Max Reach 3000m, 3s period.
Located at 43.4272◦,−3.8060◦

(WGS84)

Radar2 Radar Max Reach 3000m, 2s period.
Located at 43.4585◦,−3.7756◦

(WGS84)

AIS Station AIS Max Reach 5000m. Located at
43.4354◦,−3.7853◦ (WGS84)

Camera1 PTZ Camera Max Reach 3000m. Located at
43.4579◦,−3.7732◦ (WGS84)

Camera2 PTZ Camera Max Reach 3000m. Located at
43.4291◦,−3.8096◦ (WGS84)

Camera3 PTZ Camera Max Reach 3000m. Located at
43.4336◦,−3.7858◦ (WGS84)

TABLE II: Agents deployed in the simulated scenario.

Agent Type Description

Agent1 PTZ Controlling: Camera1. Sources of
Information: Depending on experi-
ment

Agent2 PTZ Controlling: Camera2. Sources of
Information: Depending on experi-
ment

Agent3 PTZ Controlling: Camera3. Sources of
Information: Depending on experi-
ment

FusionAgent Fusion Sources of Information: Cam-
era1, Camera2, Camera3, Radar1,
Radar2, and AIS Station

means here that two or more agents should not being monitor-
ing the same target, so it is maximized the number of different
targets monitored and the covered area.

Those different sensors and agents deployed are briefly
described in tables I and II, and also a map representation
is available at figure 3. As can be noticed, radar sensors, with
a max range contour in white, overlaps in a given region. The
AIS Station, with a max range contour in black, practically
covers both radar sensors range. With a maximum reach of
3000 meters for cameras, there are also possible overlapped
fields of view between them. So using data fusion in this
context will allow MAS to avoid tracking redundancy, and
then improve the overall system performance.

The evaluation process will consist on defining some targets
with their associated trajectories using the VTS Surveillance
Simulator. These moving targets are susceptible to be mon-
itored by PTZ cameras depending on its current location.
The MAS should perceive sensors information to decide in
real-time the best track for its monitoring. As we want to
compare the performance between using data fusion or not,
the proposed tests will handle different runs with different

Fig. 3: Sample environment for testing data fusion for helping
decision-making process. There are two radar sensors (range
in white), and one AIS Station (range in black). Three pan-
tilt-zoom cameras are deployed in the environment (its current
field of view in blue). In red are defined some monitoring paths
for each agent.

sources of information, that can be summarized as follow:
• Cameras: In this step each PTZ Agent will only perceive

information from its associated cameras. In this way,
it can only start monitoring a target if it is within its
camera’s field of view.

• Cameras+Sensors: This is a second step where each
PTZ Agent not only perceives information from cameras,
but also information from all sensors deployed in the
environment: two radars and one AIS station. Now the
agent does not requires to be looking at a given target to
know it is present in the environment. Each target will
be reported by each sensor covering its location.

• Fusion integrating Cameras+Sensors: In this latter step,
the fusion system is represented as an agent. This Fusion
Agent will receive all sensors measurements to provide
fused target representations to other agents.

C. Cameras Redundancy Test

The first test consists on creating a unique target with a tra-
jectory crossing between all sensors and cameras. As there are
more cameras than targets, it is possible that cameras become
redundant when monitoring targets instead of panning within
its associated region. So the goal here is to understand how
data fusion reduces monitoring redundancy when it becomes
available.





substantially. Also the panning time is reduced as agents spend
more time monitoring redundant tracks.

Finally in figure 4c it is used a data fusion system as unique
source of information combining all sensors information. In
such scenario it is expected to obtain similar lost time values
than using sensors, but also reduce the redundancy values as
data fusion will provide a set of non-redundant tracks that
will allow the MAS applying its conflict solving mechanism
as described in III-A. Both redundant monitoring and lost
time values in this experiment are minimal as shown in figure
4c, and also panning time is increased. For illustrating how
redundancy is minimal we can observe figure 5. In this figure
it is shown how each PTZ Agent had a chance of monitoring
the track, but none of them overlaps in the same state for the
same track.

D. Cameras Occupancy Test

As opposite to the previous test, in this experiment there are
enough targets for keep all the cameras in a non-redundant
monitoring state (each one looking for a different target).
There are two tracks more included to the previous experiment,
achieving different trajectories crossing with the original one
and similar dynamics.

In this case it is interesting to see how the effective
monitoring time is increased when using data fusion, as the
redundancy time is nonexistent, as shown in the previous
experiment. The panning time in such cases should be reduced
as there are enough targets to cover.

It is noticeable how using only cameras (fig 6a), the lost
time increases in this test, as there are more available targets,
but PTZ Agents are not able to easily find them within its
monitoring paths, so they keep panning. However when using
also sensors, this panning time has been reduced (figure 6b) for
increasing monitoring time. The effective monitoring time is
still under the monitoring time as redundancy time is high,
similar to the previous test. Notice how in this test with
three tracks, the redundancy affects to the lost time, since this
redundancy time could be used for monitoring free available
targets, which was not possible in the previous experiment that
only contained one track.

Finally, the use of fused data clearly takes advantage from
using raw sensors, as the effective monitoring time is bigger,
and there is no redundancy. However it still appears some lost
time, that means that some PTZ agents should be monitoring
targets, but lost their time panning. In this case this issue is
related to both the MCDM process selected in this paper and
the custom targets created in this experiment. For example:
in a given moment Agent2 is able to monitor Track1, and
Agent3 is able to monitor Track1 and Track2 (Track2 is too
far away from Agent2). Both Agents selected to monitor the
same Track1, but Agent3 win the bid as described in section
III-A. Agent3 will start monitoring Track1, and Agent2 should
start panning as it does not have alternatives. This is lost time,
as Agent3 should have chosen the suboptimal target Track2,
letting Agent2 monitor Track1, so both targets were covered.
Thereby, this experiment also let us know that the conflict

solving mechanism can be improved taking into account this
new considerations.

Also it is clearly visible in figures 6d, 6e, and 6f how
the monitored area when using data fusion as source of
information is clearly bigger than using cameras or raw
sensors. Notice also how the use of sensors (figure 6e) and its
monitoring redundancy lead this deploy to decrease monitored
areas versus using only cameras or data fusion.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have extended some previous MAS archi-
tecture for automatically controlling PTZ cameras by including
different sensors present in common maritime surveillance
scenarios, like Radar and AIS. It is presented an VTS Sim-
ulation Tool which helped in evaluating the performance of
including this new sensors along with a data fusion system.
The experiments demonstrates that using a data fusion system
is a clear advantage for the overall MAS performance. In this
way, the data fusion system is integrated as a new source
sensor, which allows agents collaborate for avoid redundancy
when monitoring targets, as stated in experiments.

There are still some interesting areas to cover that are
marked as future works. The most immediate work is improv-
ing the conflict solving mechanism between agents to address
the lost time shown in the experiments when using data fusion.
Also there is margin to consider different criteria or weights
in the decision-making process and evaluate its impact. More
experiments can be done by increasing targets density, and
including priority zones. Also the MAS is still able of using
camera’s zoom for getting more accurate target information.
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